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Studio Photography: Essential Skills, Third Edition (Photography Essential Skills)Focal Press, 2005
Now beautifully illustrated in full colour with brand new full colour student and author work, Studio Photography has been updated and improved to cover all the latest techniques. With the refreshed images and illustrations you will clearly be able to see how to use a wide range of photographic effects to their full advantage.

In this...
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Pesticides: A Toxic Time Bomb in Our MidstPraeger Publishers, 2007
The writing of this book came about through a serendipitous circumstance. I wrote a book dealing with child labor in the United States, published three years earlier, containing a chapter that included a description of the hazards migrant farmworkers and their children face, not the least of which was exposure to pesticides. While mentioning the...
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Advanced XML Applications from the Experts at The XML GuildCourse Technology PTR, 2006


	The foundations of XML are found in two World Wide Web Consortium

	(W3C) recommendations: Extensible Markup Language and Namespaces

	in XML. Using just these foundations, it is very simple and straightforward

	to express a set of information in a labeled hierarchy. The hierarchy has

	simple parent, child, and sibling relationships,...
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Hypoplastic Left Heart SyndromeSpringer, 2004

	-No other publication currently available offers such a comprehensive overview of the care required by a child with hypoplasia of the left heart


	-Address the needs of the families of children born with this condition, and is the first to includes insight from parents


	-Authors are acknowledged world leaders in the...
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The Art of War for Security Managers: 10 Steps to Enhancing Organizational EffectivenessButterworth-Heinemann, 2007
I graduated from Long Island University in 1991 with a bachelor’s degree in political science. In the years since, much of the specifi c material I learned has been forgotten in the whirlwind of family and career life. Even so, there are some important lessons I still recall. Dr. Donald Baker often told us undergraduate students that states...
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Knots and LinksCambridge University Press, 2004
Knot theory is the study of embeddings of circles in space. It is a subject in which naturally occurring questions are often so simple to state that they can be explained to a child, yet finding answers may require ideas from the forefront of research. It is a subject of both depth and subtlety.

The subject started to develop...
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Ahead of Her Time: How a One-Woman Startup Became a Global Publishing Brand (Conscious Leadership i n Practice)Watkins Publishing, 2021

	Inspiring memoir by entrepreneur Judy Piatkus, who launched her startup at a time when mothers were not expected to be businesswomen and grew it into a highly successful international brand. The story of a pioneer of female entrepreneurship, values-led management and the rise of personal development publishing.

	

	Judy...
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Essentials of Child Psychopathology (Essentials of Behavioral Science Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
The only concise, comprehensive overview of child psychopathology covering theory, assessment, and treatment as well as issues and trends
Essentials of Child Psychopathology provides students and professionals with a comprehensive overview of critical conceptual issues in child and adolescent psychopathology. The text covers the major theories,...
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Flash Application Design Solutions: The Flash Usability HandbookFriends of Ed, 2006
Flash Application Design Solutions shows you how to harness the power of ActionScript 2.0 and make the most of the improved design tools of Flash 8 to create usable, intuitive Flash interfaces.
 
 In this book, you'll find a number of concrete Flash usability solutions that use elements such as navigation menus, data filtering, forms,...
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Mfc Black BookCoriolis Group Books, 1997
Are you an MFC programmer? Good. There are two types of MFC
programmers. What kind are you? The first kind are the good programmers
who write programs that conform to the way MFC wants you to do things. The
second bunch are wild-eyed anarchists who insist on getting things done their
way. Me, I’m in the second group. If...
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The Lost Boyz: A Dark Side of GraffitiWaterside Press, 2011

	At age 14, author Justin Rollins went from being a bullied child to the leader of The Warriorz, a group of London street kids involved in graffiti tagging and other crimes, including a series of violent encounters. Eventually given a substantial custodial sentence for an attack with a meat cleaver in the London Underground, Rollins became...
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Masters of the Mind: Exploring the Story of Mental Illness from Ancient Times to the New MillenniumJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	The mind is unique in its interest to people from all walks of life. This interest is not new; throughout written history people have observed, described, and pondered strange behaviors and thoughts within themselves and their neighbors. The questions that people have posed about these experiences seem so simple and basic. Why do we seek to...
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